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SASIG MEETING DATES 
 

2009 Meeting Dates 
 
These are the meeting dates for 2009:  
 

SASIG meetings: 3 July, 6 November. 
 

CAG (Chairman's Advisory Group) meetings: 12 June, 16 October. 
 
 
 
REGIONAL NEWS 
 

East of England Plan  
 
The Government and Hertfordshire County Council are considering appealing against a High Court 
ruling over the East of England Plan.  It follows a partially successful challenge by the county 
council and St Albans District Council on the grounds that proposed growth areas breached 
particular strategic environmental assessment requirements. 
 
The case was the first legal challenge to a Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) over the application of 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA).  The County Council and St Albans District Council 
went to court over proposals in the approved RSS for significant releases of Green Belt to 
accommodate extra housing at Hemel Hempstead, Welwyn Garden City, Hatfield and Harlow.  Mr 
Justice Mitting rejected the case put forward in respect of Harlow but upheld the claim relating to 
the other settlements (and the implications for St Albans).  The East of England Plan includes a 
requirement for at least 83,200 homes to be built in Hertfordshire by 2021.  The judgment means 
that the location of housing provision will have to be reconsidered. 
 
 

Stansted Airport - BAA request runway inquiry delay 
 
BAA has written to Communities and Local Government Secretary, Hazel Blears, asking for a delay 
to the public inquiry into a second runway at Stansted Airport.  BAA said the planning process was 
now "less reliable" because it had lodged an appeal against a Competition Commission (CC) order 
to sell Stansted.  The inquiry has already been postponed once, but was likely to start in 
September.  This timing meant that it was unlikely to be concluded and a decision made before the 
next general election, with the Conservatives stating that they will block the new runway if they win 
power. 
 
BAA said the CC's ruling did not take into account current economic conditions and that they would 
be appealing on the grounds of 'apparent bias'.  BAA said, "This is because of links between a 
member of the Competition Commission panel and an organisation interested in acquiring the 
airport that BAA is required to sell."  This refers to Peter Moizer's presence on the CC inquiry board.  
Mr Moizer is a Professor of Accounting and Dean of Leeds University Business School but also 
strategic adviser to Greater Manchester Pension Fund - a member of the consortium led by 
Manchester Airport Group and Borealis bidding for Gatwick Airport.   
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The appeal process could mean BAA is able in any case to delay the sale process for Stansted and 
the Scottish airport until around the end of the year.  A case conference is likely to be held in the 
next one to two months followed by a hearing probably in the autumn with a finding unlikely until the 
end of the year.  The independent Competition Appeal Tribunal, Chaired by Sir Gerald Barling QC, 
will hear the appeal. 
 
 

Blackpool Airport - Jet2 reduce Alicante route frequency 
 
Jet2 has stopped one of its weekly flights between Blackpool Airport and Alicante due to falling 
passenger numbers.  The budget airline has ended the Tuesday flight to the Spanish destination. 
The remaining Alicante flights, which operate four times a week, will be unaffected.   
 
 

Gatwick Airport - New routes; Clickair departs 
 
British Airways is to launch a twice-weekly service from Gatwick Airport to Montego Bay and Punta 
Cana in the Dominican Republic this winter.  From 25 October 2009, the airline will also increase 
flights from Gatwick Airport to St Lucia from three to five a week, Barbados, from nine to ten, and 
Port of Spain, Trinidad, from three to five. 
 
Clickair, Spain’s largest low fares airline, has announced they are moving all of their UK routes to 
Heathrow Airport.  Direct routes to Vigo and Seville, currently operated out of Gatwick Airport, will 
switch to Heathrow Airport, alongside clickair’s Bilbao and La Coruna services, effective from 1 
June 2009.  Clickair hope this will make the routes more appealing to travellers. 

 
 

Heathrow Airport - British Airways to introduce Las Vegas route 
 

British Airways is to launch a daily service to Las Vegas from Heathrow Airport and will compete 
with Virgin Atlantic who has been serving the route since June 2000 starting with a three-day and 
now seven day operation.  A daily service starts at the beginning of the winter season, 25 October 
2009 flown by a three-class Boeing 777.  The UK is the number three provider of foreign tourists to 
Las Vegas behind Canada and Mexico. 
 
 

Birmingham Airport - Hellenic launch flights  
 
Greek airline Hellenic Imperial Airways has confirmed a start date for flights from Birmingham to 
Jeddah, with a refuelling stop at Athens.  The flights to the Saudi Arabian city, seen as the gateway 
to Mecca, will start on 30 May 2009.  Four flights a week from Birmingham to Athens are scheduled 
- on Sundays, Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, with only the Sunday and Wednesday flights 
continuing from Athens to Jeddah. 
 
 

Southend Airport - Expansion in doubt 
 
The Southend Standard reports that expansion plans for Southend Airport could now be in 
jeopardy.  Both Southend and Rochford Councils supported the Joint Area Action Plan, which 
proposes a major expansion of the airport, together with the runway extension across 
Eastwoodbury Lane.  Following the consultation of the Joint Area Action Plan the newspaper says 
its 'sources' are claiming it would be ‘political suicide’ to support the expansion due to the strength 
of opposition against it.  It is thought likely that opposition parties would oppose the extension, 
which would leave the Conservatives isolated. 
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TRAFFIC STATISTICS 
 

IATA traffic statistics (Apr. 2009) - demand decline slows but no recovery in sight 
 
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) released international traffic data for April 
showing a 3.1% decline in passenger demand and a 21.7% fall in cargo demand compared to April 
2008.  The average passenger load factor stood at 74.4%.  While April’s 3.1% passenger demand 
drop was a clear improvement compared to the -11.1% fall in March, this improvement should be 
viewed with caution.  Easter holidays, which fell in the month of April, positively skew the data by at 
least 2%.  Traffic gains were at the expense of yields in most regions.  And preliminary data for May 
suggests a renewed double digit decline, at least for European airlines.  Freight demand appears to 
have found a solid floor with a fifth consecutive month at more than 20% below previous year 
levels. 
 
Giovanni Bisignani, IATA’s Director General and CEO said, “The demand improvements that we 
saw in April are welcome.  But the 3.1% decline in passenger demand still outstripped the 2.5% 
cutback in capacity.  There is no improvement in revenues as yields continue to fall.  And freight 
remains at shockingly low levels.  The worst may be over.  However, we have not yet seen any 
signs that recovery is imminent.” 
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Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) traffic statistics (Mar. 2009) 
 
The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) provides monthly UK aviation statistics.  The total terminal and 
transit passengers figures for March 2009 compared with March 2008 are summarised below:  

• for all reporting UK airports in March 2009 -  
16,457,928 compared with 19,125,902 in March 2008, a decrease of 14%;  

• for all reporting regional airports March 2009 - 
9,990,324 compared with 11,374,991 in March 2008, a decrease of 12%; and  

• for all reporting London airports in March 2009  -  
6,467,604 compared with 7,750,911 in March 2008, a decrease of 17%. 

 
A selection of the CAA figures for terminal and transit passengers for March 2009 are given in the 
table below for the larger English, Scottish & Welsh airports, showing the percentage change from a 
year earlier. 
 

 March 2009 March 2008 % Change 
Gatwick 2,319,501 2,817,404 -18 
Heathrow 5,208,119 5,622,262 -7 
London City 255,589 266,910 -4 
Luton 672,518 839,500 -20 
Southend 244 3,943 -94 
Stansted 1,534,353 1,824,972 -16 

Total London 9,990,324 11,374,991 -12% 
Birmingham 674,293 729,209 -8% 
Blackpool 8,892 29,328 -70% 
Bournemouth 77,512 91,694 -15% 
Bristol 394,545 509,598 -23% 
Cardiff 111,581 138,328 -19% 
Coventry1 90 30,588 -100% 
Doncaster Sheffield 59,901 78,704 -24% 
Durham Tees Valley 23,078 48,778 -53% 
East Midlands International 333,285 459,199 -27% 
Edinburgh 694,484 722,982 -4% 
Exeter 52,740 72,309 -27% 
Glasgow 524,272 608,854 -14% 
Humberside 25,537 23,243 10% 
Leeds Bradford 162,033 213,335 -24% 
Liverpool 357,934 451,700 -21% 
Manchester 1,348,949 1,651,352 -18% 
Newcastle 315,395 360,319 -12% 
Newquay 23,252 28,687 -19% 
Norwich 31,991 43,405 -26% 
Southampton 135,202 154,282 -12% 

Total Regional 5,354,966 6,445,894 -17% 
TOTAL 15,345,290 17,820,885 -14% 

 
SASIG Bulletin Editor: - 
1 Coventry Airport is operating charter flights. 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) aviation work updated 
 
Work by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been updated by the same authors.  
They estimate that aviation accounted for 4.9% of man-made climate impacts in 2005.  This 
contrasts with the often quoted 2% figure.  Just two years ago the authors came up with a figure of 
3% for aviation's worldwide contribution to climate change.  They have now revised their estimate 
for 2005 (David Lee et al 'Aviation and Global Climate Change in the 21st Century').  There are two 
important changes: including, for the first time, estimates of cirrus cloud formation and allowing for 
aviation growth between 2000 and 2005.   
 
The effect of these is to increase aviation's impacts to: 3.5% without cirrus and 4.9% including 
cirrus.  The authors estimate the radiative forcing (RF) due to aviation emissions and express these 
as a percentage of worldwide RF from all sectors.  RF is a measure of the amount of atmospheric 
warming in a period, e.g. a year, caused by historical emissions up to that year.  Thus the RF due to 
aviation in 2009 is a function of emissions from aircraft up to 2009.  The relationship between 
emissions and RF is complex because different substances last a different amount of time in the 
atmosphere.  For example, CO2 can last a hundred years or more whereas H2O may only last a 
matter of days. 
 
Several gases have climate impacts (some cause cooling rather than warming) and there are 
considerable uncertainties about the exact impacts and thus wide error limits.  The range of 
uncertainly around the 3.5% figure (excluding cirrus) is given as 1.2% to 10%.  The uncertainties 
about cirrus formation are particularly great, which is why scientists have previously been reluctant 
to quote figures.  The range of uncertainty around the 4.9% (including cirrus) is 2% to 14%.   
 
The figure of 3.5% (excluding cirrus) includes CO2, O3, CH4, NOx, H2O vapour, contrails, SO4 and 
soot.  The total impact of these is 1.96 times greater than CO2 alone.  Illustrating the importance of 
assessing the full RF and not just the effect of CO2.  The figure of 4.9% includes cirrus as well as all 
these other substances.  The total impact is then 3.06 times greater than CO2. 
 
The Department for Transport (DfT) estimates that CO2 from UK aviation accounts for 6.3% of the 
total UK CO2 emissions, and 9.8% of all UK greenhouse gas emissions, but excluding cirrus.  The 
DfT methodology differs from that used by Lee et al for the IPPC report, but nevertheless the 
figures illustrate the relative input of aviation to total UK atmospheric emissions. 
 
 

Civil Aviation Authority - Response to review of the economic framework for UK airports 
 
The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has published its response to the Department for Transport's 
consultation on reform of the framework for the economic regulation of UK airports.  The CAA 
strongly supports the Government’s proposal to put the interests of passengers at the heart of 
economic regulation, whilst recognising that regulation will work best for passengers when it takes 
proper account of the views of airlines, airports, and other stakeholders, as well as of passengers.  
They recognise the once in a generation opportunity provided by the Competition Commission’s 
(CC) decision to break up BAA, and look to put in place a regime suitable for the long-term taking 
account of the infrequency with which the opportunity for fundamental regulatory reform arises. 
 
The response and 2 supporting papers can be accessed by using the following links: the response 
(http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/ergdocs/20090522FrameworkEcRegCAA.pdf); Supporting Paper I 
provides detail about the CAA’s processes guiding Constructive Engagement during the recent Q5 
price control reviews (http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/ergdocs/20090522FworkEcRegSPI.pdf) and 
Supporting Paper II discusses the Competition Commission's (CC) findings on economic regulation 
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of airports that were part of the CC’s final report on the market investigation of BAA  
http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/ergdocs/20090522FworkEcRegSPII.pdf. 
 
 

Airlines ask BAA to cut back on Gatwick improvements 
 
Gatwick Airport based airlines British Airways, easyjet and Ryanair are urging BAA to downsize its 
£900m ($1.4bn) infrastructure improvement programme at the airport on the grounds that they may 
have to pay higher charges once the airport is finally sold.  The airlines are arguing that the 
improvements are no longer urgent due to the worldwide passenger downturn and Gatwick likely to 
come under new management. 
 
 

Crossrail London Mayor seeking to gather funds through planning charges 
 
London Mayor Boris Johnson has published revised proposals for alterations to the London Plan to 
help fund Crossrail.  The alterations are designed to ensure that new commercial development in 
some areas of London make a financial contribution to the rail scheme via the planning system but 
have been a source of growing friction between the planning authority and developers.  Moves for 
the charge to be levied on developments along the Crossrail route outside central London and 
beyond the boundary of the capital are being considered.  Mayor Johnson has written to the 
Transport Secretary Geoff Hoon, asking him to approach planning bodies in the South East and the 
East of England in a bid to secure contributions, where appropriate, from developments around 
Crossrail stations outside the conurbation. 
 
Statutory changes to the London Plan to accommodate Crossrail funding should be complete by 
mid 2010.  To date the Mayor has been accepting Crossrail contributions of around 20% of the 
eventual charge that will be applied to individual developments.  In the run up to formally changing 
the London Plan, the Mayor wants to see contributions agreed at a higher rate.  At present, 
Crossrail contributions are required from development in the Central Activity Zone (CAZ), which 
covers Westminster, parts of Camden, Islington, Hackney, Tower Hamlets, City, Lambeth, 
Kensington and Chelsea and Wandsworth. 
 
 

Virgin Trains - Faster routes from London Euston to the north west 
 
Virgin Trains has announced a faster and more frequent timetable for its services out of London 
Euston to the north west and Glasgow following the official opening by Rail Minister Andrew Adonis 
of the upgraded West Coast Mainline.  The journey time to Glasgow has come down to four and a 
half hours from just over five hours in the last few years Sir Richard has a target of four hours for 
the 400-mile city centre to city centre journey.  Sir Richard emphasized that this could only happen 
if the rail franchises were extended. 
 
 

Airplanes with 'waggling' wings could be 20% more efficient 
 
Researchers at the University of Warwick have discovered that by waggling a wing planes could be 
up to 20% more fuel efficient, saving huge costs and significantly reducing the greenhouse gas 
emissions from air travel.  The wings of the planes themselves won't waggle, but by employing tiny 
jets to redirect air over the wing in a way that emulates the motion of waggling, the researchers 
believe they can achieve major reductions in mid-flight air drag on wings, allowing planes to fly with 
lower resistance and using less fuel.  The concept is based on the tiny ridges found on sharks' 
bodies, which can reduce skin-friction drag by about 5%.  Dr. Duncan Lockerby of the University of 
Warwick's team thinks the micro-jet system could end up reducing skin friction drag by as much as 
40%. 
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The research, which has been undertaken by scientists at four universities around the UK, is still in 
a concept stage, but researchers believe they could have the wings ready for testing by 2012.  
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and Airbus are funding the 
research. 
 
 

BA interested in bmi Heathrow slots 
 
British Airways has not ruled out buying bmi's lucrative Heathrow slots, said Chief Executive Officer 
Willie Walsh.  He told investors in New York the slots at the UK airport were too tempting to ignore 
despite BA's weakened financial position.  Bmi currently holds an 11% share of Heathrow's take-off 
and landing slots making it the airport's second largest airline.  The struggling bmi airline could sell 
its valuable slots to raise cash, despite potentially being taken over by Lufthansa. 
 
 

Lufthansa under threat of legal action from bmi Chairman 
 
Bmi Chairman, Sir Michael Bishop, has begun legal proceedings against Lufthansa in an attempt to 
force its takeover of the struggling airline.  In October 2008 Sir Michael exercised an option 
requiring the German carrier to buy his controlling stake of 50% and one share in bmi.  Lufthansa 
has said that certain contractual conditions have not yet been met, and feared bmi could lose its 
licence for breaching aviation regulations.  A spokesman for Sir Michael's company said, "All pre-
conditions have been fulfilled, and the contractual acquisition of the shares should now take place." 
  
 

Air France KLM and Delta Air Lines sign joint venture 
 
Air France KLM and Delta Air Lines have signed a long-term joint venture deal in Paris to operate 
flights around the world.  On transatlantic routes the airlines will co-ordinate all operations and 
share revenue and costs.  The carriers will also co-operate on routes between North America and 
Africa, the Middle East and India and between Europe and countries in Latin America.  The deal 
consolidates the previous co-operation between Air France and Delta and Northwest Airlines, now 
taken over by Delta, and KLM.  The carriers said the joint venture would provide more than 200 
transatlantic flights daily and represented about 25% of all transatlantic capacity. 
 
The airlines will share the running of the joint venture with an executive committee of the three 
Chief Executive Officers and a management committee with members from various departments 
including marketing, finance, sales, network, alliances and operations.  There will also be ten 
working groups to put the deal into force.  The carriers, all members of the SkyTeam alliance, said 
the deal was long-term and could only be cancelled with a three year notice period after an initial 
ten years. 
 
 

Japan Airlines and Qantas new code share 
 
Japan Airlines (JAL) will offer from 1 June 2009 a new code share with fellow 'oneworld' alliance 
member Qantas connecting Japan via Singapore to Adelaide, Melbourne and Perth.  JAL and 
Qantas are long-term code share partners having begun in April 1986.  Singapore to Melbourne 
and Perth are daily flights and Singapore to Adelaide three times a week.  All the flights will be 
operated by Qantas aircraft.   
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US Bill aims to place limit on anti-trust immunity 
 
The US House of Representatives has approved a new Aviation Bill that will place a three year limit 
on anti-trust immunity for airline alliance members.  The House approved the 'Federal Aviation 
Authority Authorization Bill 2009' by 277 votes to 136.  The Bill will now go before the US Senate. 
 
The Bill has numerous clauses including the one that states that anti-trust immunity given to 
members of airline alliances should expire every three years.  Other clauses in the Bill include a 
requirement for airlines to tell passengers by e-mail or text of any flight changes and a ban on the 
use of mobile phones during flights. 
 
Firms with antitrust immunity are permitted under certain conditions to set schedules and 
sometimes prices for the public benefit.  British Airways (BA) and American Airlines (AA) are 
applying for antitrust immunity, which would allow for coordination on pricing and scheduling.  BA 
and AA have tried and failed to achieve this twice before after a US condition stating that they 
relinquish slots at Heathrow Airport.  BA and AA argue the 'EU-US Open Skies' agreement, which 
has theoretically opened up London's Heathrow airport, has changed the competitive landscape.  
 
 

S7 to join 'oneworld' airline alliance 
 
S7 Airlines, the largest domestic carrier in Russia, is to join the 'oneworld' alliance.  The ten 
members of the group, among them BA, American Airlines and Japan Airlines, voted "unanimously" 
for the Russian carrier to join.  S7 is the second Russian airline to join one of the major alliances.  
The national carrier Aeroflot is already a member of 'SkyTeam'.  S7 serves 72 destinations, 
including 35 in Russia and the rest in eight different countries, all former members of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS): Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.  The carrier will begin its 18 month joining 
process on 1 June 2009 and become a member next year. 
 
 

'Star Alliance' confirms Aegean Airlines' membership 
 
The 'Star Alliance' has accepted Aegean Airlines' membership application.  Aegean is the first 
Greek carrier to join an alliance and will add a network spanning 23 domestic and 24 international 
routes on 200 daily flights.  Aegean aim to finalise its integration with Star Alliance by May 2010. 
 
 
 
EUROPEAN NEWS 
 

Dublin Airport Authority - New chairman named 
 
Businessman David Dilger has been named as the new Chairman of the state owned Dublin Airport 
Authority (DAA).  The DAA is an airport management company.  Principal activities include the 
management, operation and development of Dublin, Cork and Shannon Airports in Ireland, 
domestic and international airport retail management, and airport investment. 
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PARLIAMENTARY NEWS 
 

Temporary Chair of the 'Energy and Climate Change Committee' 
 
Following the suspension of Elliot Morley (Scunthorpe) (Lab) from the Parliamentary Labour Party 
over his expenses claims, Paddy Tipping (Sherwood) (Lab) has temporarily taken over as Chair of 
the 'Energy and Climate Change Committee'. 
 
 

Parliamentary scrutiny of National Policy Statement (NPS) 
 
Ministers have signalled that Parliamentary scrutiny of National Policy Statements (NPS) will take 
around six months.  The detailed work will be carried out either by a 'bespoke' Select Committee or 
the relevant Parliamentary Select Committee and involve submissions, oral evidence sessions and, 
where appropriate, site visits.  These arrangements, and their duration, have been spelled out by 
Local Government  Minister Iain Wright during a Commons debate on NPSs,  a key element of the 
new planning regime for major infrastructure projects. 
 
The Government defeated a bid by opposition and some Labour MPs to ensure that as well as 
debating the statements, they would be subject to a Parliamentary vote.  This amendment was 
defeated by a majority of 40. 
 
 
 
SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE QUESTIONS 
 

Stewart, D - Marketing support to develop air routes 
 
David Stewart (Highlands and Islands) (Lab): To ask the Scottish Executive what plans it has to 
provide marketing support for airports to develop further air routes to Europe and beyond.   
 
Stewart Stevenson (Transport Minister): EC guidelines 2005/C 312/01 mean that we have no plans 
to provide marketing support to airports for the development of new international air services. 
 
David Stewart: The minister is well aware that the Scottish route development fund, set up by the 
previous Administration in 2002, was a great success.  More than 7 million was spent, and 52 
routes went ahead.  There were great successes such as the Glasgow to Dubai route. 
Notwithstanding his earlier reply, does the minister share my view that a new route development 
fund which could incentivise lower-emitting aircraft would be a huge boost to tourism, inward 
investment and the indigenous business community in Scotland? 
 
Stewart Stevenson: I would be absolutely delighted if the European Commission were to change 
the rules to permit such a scheme.  Were that to happen, we would of course consider it very 
seriously. 
 

 
Oldfather, I - Promotion of international air connections 

 
Irene Oldfather (Cunninghame South) (Lab): To ask the Scottish Executive what action it is taking 
to promote and encourage the maintenance and expansion of Scotlands international air 
connections. 
 
Stewart Stevenson (Transport Minister): Our strategy to maintain and improve Scotlands 
international air connectivity has two elements: maintaining and developing Scotlands profile within 
the airline sector, including at global events such as the World Route Development Forum, and the 
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provision of market intelligence and data to airlines on the potential of the Scottish market to sustain 
new direct international air services.  In implementing our strategy we work closely with Scotlands 
airport operators. 
 
 
 
MEDIA NEWS 
 

Gatwick Airport - Bid update 
 
Reuters reports that the bid for Gatwick Airport from Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP), a joint 
venture between Credit Suisse and General Electric, has been rejected by BAA on the grounds that 
the bid was too low.  However, BAA are said to be in talks with GIP, and the fund could return with 
another offer for the airport.  If GIP has pulled out, it would leave the Manchester Airports Group 
lead consortium as the only bidder left for the London airport.  Both Lysander Gatwick Investment 
and GIP bids were fully funded, while the MAG consortium has yet to finalise agreement with all the 
banks in its debt consortium. 
 
 
 
FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

Omega - 'Climate Change and Airports Workshop', Sunday 14 June 
 
Omega is hosting a 'Climate Change and Airports Workshop' on Sunday 14 June at the Manchester 
Metropolitan University.  The event will focus on the implications of climate change for airports.  It 
will provide information to airports and industry experts to help in the development of mitigation and 
adaptation strategies.  With the full significance of climate change becoming increasingly apparent, 
Governments are pushing for significant reductions in greenhouse gasses from all sectors of the 
economy.  The air transport industry faces a particular challenge because of the continuing reliance 
of aircraft upon carbon based fuels and the anticipated growth of air travel.  Managers within the 
industry need to understand just how important this global climate change threat is and how 
vigorously they need to respond to it.  For more information contact Natassja Campbell by e-mail at 
n.campbell@mmu.ac.uk or call 0161 247 6244.  
 
 
'Implementing the New Infrastructure Planning Commission - Consulting on the Proposals', 

15 June 
 
Waterfront Conference are hosting 'Implementing the New Infrastructure Planning Commission - 
Consulting on the Proposals' at Bircham Dyson Bell, London on 15 June.  The Government is now 
consulting on the regulations, guidance and content that applicants will be required to follow before 
submitting an application to the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC).  This seminar, held 
within the consultation period, provides a guide to the application procedure and gives the 
opportunity to discuss the workability of the proposals.  For more information see: 
https://www.eventsforce.net/waterfront/frontend/reg/homepage.csp?eventID=58.  
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'Aviation Summit at the 19th ACI Europe Annual General Assembly', 15-17 June 
 
ACI Europe are hosting an 'Aviation Summit' at their 19th Annual General Assembly' on 15-17 June 
at Manchester Central, Manchester.  The conference sessions will consider the following topics: 
what the lasting impact of the recession will be; if aviation is moving fast enough to meet carbon 
neutrality; what are the key truths and falsehoods that should be addressed more clearly; what are 
the radical ideas for technology and innovation and improving the public image of aviation.  Further 
details: http://www.aci-europe-events.com/annual-general-assembly/. 
 
 

'Airport Regions Conference (ARC) Half Yearly Meeting', 16-18 June 
 
The 'Airport Regions Conference (ARC) Half Yearly Meeting' will take place on 16-18 June in 
Warsaw, Poland.  The meeting will include the Executive Committee meeting and Half Yearly 
Meeting, with presentations from the Mazovian members of the ARC and the Vienna Mediation 
Centre.  Working groups for the ARC 'Surface Access and Climate Change' project and 'QLAIR 
Quality of Life in Airport Regions' project will also meet in Warsaw.  Please see below for details of 
the ARC AGM in December 2009 that will focus on the QLAIR project. 
 
 

'RTPI's 6th Annual Regional Planning Conference', 24 June 
 
The Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) is holding the '6th Annual Regional Planning Conference' 
on 24 June at The Hatton, 51-53 Hatton Garden, London.  The Local Democracy Bill will change 
the way that plans and strategies are prepared at regional level.  This conference will provide an 
overview of the proposed new system of strategy-making at the regional level, how the integrated 
Regional Strategies will replace current Regional Economic and Spatial Strategies.  It will look at 
how the transition to new working arrangements is already underway in some regions and what the 
next steps are.  It will also cover the significant implications of these changes for planning at local 
authority level.  Further details at: http://www.rtpi.org.uk/ct/EVENT/737/11/events/737. 
 

 
'The Future of Rail', 24 & 25 June 

 
Marketforce Conferences are hosting 'The Future of Rail' on 24 & 25 June, at One Whitehall Place, 
London.  The UK rail system's struggle with capacity constraints and under-investment has been 
widely discussed.  However, the ongoing economic downturn adds another problematic dimension 
to the list of difficulties the industry faces.  The threat of falling passenger numbers and reduced 
funding could undermine the emerging optimism around the industry and it is essential that 
regulators, operators and infrastructure managers devise some intelligent and innovative strategies 
to push the industry forward.  This conference will discuss how the rail industry will both handle the 
next twelve months and also shape its long-term future.  Further details at: 
http://www.marketforce.eu.com/ukrail/.  
 
 

'Planning Act 2008 Workshop', 27 June & 4 July 
 
Friends of the Earth (FoE) are holding a 'Planning Act 2008 Workshop'.  The workshop will run 
twice, first in Leeds on 27 June 2009 at Devonshire House, 37 York Place, and the second on 4 
July 2009 in London at the NCVO Centre, 8 All Saints Street.  The workshop is from 2pm to 5pm. 
The Planning Act 2008 will affect all major infrastructure projects for roads, airports, power stations 
and hazardous waste facilities.  This workshop is led by the FoE's senior planning advisor Hugh 
Ellis and will consider changes to the planning system, how it will affect local campaigning and 
opportunities for activism and having your say.  Further information: 
http://www.foe.co.uk/campaigns/fair_future/news/planning_act_workshop_20306.html. 
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'European Commission's Observatory on Airport Capacity - working group 3', 7 July 
 
The 'Airport Regions Conference' (ARC) will be attending the second meeting of working group 3 
from the 'European Commission's Observatory on Airport Capacity' in Brussels, Belgium, on 7 July 
2009.  This links in with two of ARC's long-term projects - 'Quality of Life' and 'Intermodality at 
airports' - topics that are likely to be discussed in the Observatory as work develops. 
 
   

'From Airport City to Airport Region?', 9-10 July 
 
The University of Karlsruhe, Germany is holding the event 'From Airport City to Airport Region?' on 
9-10 July 2009.  This event is the '1st International Colloquium on Airports and Spatial 
Development'.  Airports have undergone a development from pure infrastructural nodes to 
multifunctional service locations, putting airports on the agenda of different research disciplines.  
This round-table wants to bring together experts dealing with the theme of airports and spatial 
development, but from different focuses and views.  For more details see: http://www.stba.uni-
karlsruhe.de/index.php?lan=de&page=30800.  
 
 

'Working with the new National Planning Framework', 15 July 
 
The Local Government Association are hosting a conference titled 'Working with the new National 
Planning Framework' conference on 15 July 2009 at the Local Government House, London.  This 
conference will provide an opportunity to hear from the Chairman of the Infrastructure Planning 
Commission (IPC), Sir Michael Pitt, officials from the Department for Communities and Local 
Government (CLG) and Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), and experts about 
how they see the council role in the new arrangements and feedback the council view.  There will 
also be practical case study presentations from localities that have major projects in their areas.  
For further details see: http://www.lga.gov.uk/lga/events/display-event.do?id=1896857  
 
 
'Development Planning Network Discussion Event - The Future for Development Planning', 

16 July 
 
The Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) is holding 'Development Planning Network Discussion 
Event - The Future for Development Planning' on 16 July 2009 at the RTPI Offices, 41 Botolph 
Lane, London.  The event will focus discussions on the future for development planning and the 
possible impacts a change of Government might bring.  Matt Thomas, RTPI Head of Policy & 
Practice, will be at the meeting and will give a short presentation.  This event is free and for more 
details see: http://www.rtpi.org.uk/ct/EVENT/769/11/events/769. 
 
 

'Euronoise 2009', 26-28 October 
 
The '2009 Euronoise' event will be held at the Edinburgh International Conference Centre, 
Edinburgh from 26 to 28 October.  Euronoise is the European conference on noise control, co-
ordinated by the EAA Technical Committee Noise and organised by a national acoustical society on 
behalf of the European Acoustics Association (EAA).  The programme will consist of key-note 
lectures, invited and contributed papers in structured parallel sessions, workshops and poster 
presentations.  Further information is available at: http://www.euronoise2009.org.uk/
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'Competition in the UK Airports Market', 5 November 
 
Marketforce Communication is holding an event on 'Competition in the UK Airports Market' on 5 
November 2009 at the Institute of Directors, 116 Pall Mall, London.  This event is part of the annual 
Beesley Lectures which are a series of eight annual lectures covering the regulated industries in the 
UK.  An industry-leading speaker will give a one-hour lecture and a specialist will give a short 
response before handing over to the audience for further discussion.  Further details at: 
http://www.marketforce.eu.com/beesley7/
 
 

'The Future of Air Transport 2009', 2-3 December 
 
Marketforce Conferences are holding a conference on 'The Future of Air Transport' on 2 & 3 
December, at Radisson SAS Portman, London.  The 'Future of Air Transport 2009' will provide a 
forum for senior stakeholders to discuss the challenges and opportunities facing the industry and to 
explore strategies to ensure a strong, profitable aviation sector will emerge from the current 
downturn.  Further details at: http://www.marketforce.eu.com/airtransport/. 
 
 

'Quality of Life in Airport Regions (QLAIR) Conference', 3-4 December 
 
The 'Airport Regions Conference' (ARC) is holding the 'Quality of Life in Airport Regions (QLAIR) 
Conference' on 3 & 4 December 2009.  It will be held at the Krasnapolsky Hotel, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands.  The QLAIR project highlights the future of airport and aviation developments in 
conjunction with a sustainable future for the surrounding areas.  The project will identify how 
instruments for mitigation, compensation and investments can address this situation and improve 
living conditions.  For more details please see: 
http://www.airportregions.org/download/18.719d75b21201ab23bca8000386/QLAIR+Conference+20
09+fin+3.pdf
 
 

Most of the parliamentary information in this bulletin and some news items were sourced from 
De Havilland Information Services plc. 
The following sources are also used: 

The Guardian On-line, The Telegraph On-line, The Independent On-line, Financial Times On-line, 
United Kingdom Parliament’s World Wide Web Service, The BBC On-line, BAA’s Website, ENDS 

On-line, Aviation International, Environmental Data Interactive Exchange News Service, ENDS 
Daily, Airwise.com, Croner Environment Centre Newsletters. 

 
 

SASIG, PO Box 1308, Kingston upon Thames KT1 2WF.   Tel: (020) 8541 9459 
Fax: (020) 8541 9447  Email: sasig@surreycc.gov.uk  Website: www.sasig.org 
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